
VINYL & NYLON LINERS & CAPS

Steele Canvas offers several types of liners & caps to fit most our standard baskets and trucks.  Model #107NY is a 200 
denier white nylon liner.  Model #107NYF is a 200 denier white nylon liner with a flap, providing a convenient solution to cover the
contents of a basket.  Model #107NYC is a simple 200 denier white nylon cap.  Model #107VYC is a heavier duty cap made of
10oz. white vinyl-coated nylon.  All these models come standard with elastic in the hem.  Please specify model # and bushel size
of cart when ordering.

STEELE CANVAS BAGS

MODEL # LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT
#184 17 X 7 X 24
#188 17 X 7 X 17
#182 12 X 7 X 12
#180 19 X 11 X 20
#183 24 X 7 X 17

Steele cargo bags are the perfect heavy-duty tote bags to provide years of convenience and service.  They feature a full open top
and double thick-boxed bottom made of heavy #6 duck canvas and are also available in a colored selection of rugged, washable
Steeletex™ (vinyl-coated nylon).  Double thick 1” web handles offer a strong grip around the loop & continue down to the bottom 
providing extra carrying strength.  Custom sizes available upon request.

REPLACEMENT CASTERS

STYLE DIAMETER
12 3”
13 4”
14 5”

STYLE DIAMETER
16 3”
17 4”
18 5”

STYLE DIAMETER
21 2”
23 3”

STYLE DIAMETER
PO3R 3”
PO4R 4”

STYLE DIAMETER
PO3S 3”
PO4S 4”Replacement wood runners &

caster boards are available upon
request.  Ask a customer service
associate for details.

#107NY Liner Shown #107NYC Cap Shown #107NYF Liner with Flap Shown
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TPR SWIVEL CASTERS

TPR RIGID CASTERS

THREADED STEM CASTERS

POST OFFICE 
SWIVEL CASTERS

POST OFFICE 
RIGID CASTERS

Please call our knowledgeable sales staff with any questions


